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Sections and Topics

General Section:  Covers- Accessibility, Tuition, Infection Procedures

Section 1: Safety Covers- Personal, Fire, Blades, Roofs, Riding on Shoulders, Personal
Space, Bullying, Play Weapons, Rough Play, Parking Lots, Lights, Doors, Visitors, “Rat
Rules,” Mentor Intervention, Illness and Injury, Mask Policy and Covid Contact

Section 2: Personal Rights and Protections Covers- Infringement, Privacy, Disturbing
Activities, Singe-Person Spaces, Respect, Inclusiveness and Role Model, Language
Use

Section 3: Protection of Public and Personal Property Covers- Use, Abuse, Building
Care, Cleaning, Furniture, Supplies and School Phone

Section 4: Campus and General Rules Covers-  Room Use; Courtyard Use, Food and
Snacks, Outside and Off-Campus Policies, Tours, New Students, Mentor Approval and
Conduct, Authorized Adults

Section 5: General Rules and Regulations Covers- School Calendar, Hours and
Attendance, Official School Communication, Field Trips, Images shared Publicly,
Intimate Behavior, Bribery, Media Rating, Open Meetings, Consoles, Prohibited
Activities in Pop-In

Section 6: Specific Item Regulations Covers- Furniture, Bean Bags/Pillows, Wheeled
Toys, Bats, Paint, Glitter, Ice, Vacuum, Bop-It, Iron and Hot Glue, Slime, String and
Popcorn
Section 7: School Meeting and Pop-In Covers- Meeting Time/Location/Requirements,
Proxy Vote, Proposals, New Rules, Obligated Officers.

Section 8: Judicial Committee and Restorative Justice Circle Covers- Time, Officers,
Complaints, Buddy, Interviews, Consequences, Double Jeopardy, Announcements,
Destruction

Section 9: Student Officer Positions Covers Election Process, Roles and Impeachment

Section 10: Student Graduation Covers- Attendance, Internship, Defense, Appeal and
Transcript
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Section: General

Preamble
(1) All Fort Worth Sudbury School members and Mentors are responsible for the

general welfare of the school, through actions that contribute to preserving an
atmosphere of freedom, respect, fairness, trust, and order that is the essence of
the school's existence. This community responsibility entails an obligation on all
Fort Worth Sudbury School members and Mentors to inform the community of
actions that threaten this atmosphere.

(2) Fort Worth Sudbury School prides itself on accommodating a large range of
behavior by members of the school, so long as the behavior of each person
shows respect for every other person and for the school community as a whole.
At any given period in the school's history, the school community, acting through
the School Meeting may establish boundaries that limit the range of behavior that
is acceptable while a person is in attendance. These limits are the ones defined
by the rules in this Fort Worth Sudbury School Rule Book, and each school
member is expected to act within these limits.

(3) Fort Worth Sudbury School is a non-profit organization, with School Meeting as
the presiding board. All decisions concerning the school are to be made by
School Meeting.

Accessibility
FWSS defines an “approved trainer” for service animals as: anyone who is

training a service animal, until that person loses control of the animal. If the trainer fails
to regain control, or is consistently unable to control the animal, they may be asked to
remove and/or not bring the animal.
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Tuition

There is a non-refundable Registration Fee for each student who is considering
enrollment, payable in advance of the trial for that student. The fee entitles the student
to a one week trial period at the school. This registration fee will be applied to the first
month’s tuition for students who enroll. The current fee is $100.

For each family there is a $300 monthly enrollment fee plus an additional monthly
student fee ($100 per student 11 and under and $75 per student 12 and over). For a
family with one student enrolled tuition would be $400 per month, a family with two
students would pay $500 and so on. However, Fort Worth Sudbury relies on volunteers
and tuition may be offset by hours volunteered by parents/guardians in service of the
school and students. Tuition is reduced at a rate of $8.00 per hour volunteered. For
example, annual tuition for a single student based on monthly volunteer hours are as
follows;

●  Hours volunteered per month: 0     Annual tuition: $4,000 ($400/mo x 10 months)
● Hours volunteered per month: 16     Annual tuition: $2,720 ($272/mo x 10

months)
● Hours volunteered per month: 32     Annual tuition: $1,440 ($144/mo x 10

months)

Tuition will be calculated each month based on pre-scheduled volunteer hours and may
be paid in bi-monthly installments. Discrepancies in tuition due (if volunteer hours
worked differ from those scheduled)  will be addressed in the following month.

If tuition is not paid in a timely manner after invoices are sent, and arrangements have
not been made, that student's enrollment will be suspended, and the student will be
considered to have been unenrolled until their due tuition is paid or arrangements are
made, at which time their enrollment will be reinstated; or until the anniversary of their
enrollment, at which time the enrollment will end. In any case, due to suspension of the
enrollment, unenrolled time will not count towards attendance should the student
consider becoming a candidate for a diploma in the future.  There are no refunds, under
any circumstances, of all or part of the tuition paid by an enrollee.

No one shall be allowed to re-enroll until all of that person's prior debts to the
school have been paid in full.

A student whose family is experiencing financial difficulties may be allowed to
extend their enrollment up to one extra month upon approval at School Meeting free of
charge, if requested to the board and school meeting.

Part-Time Option- $150/Month per student for one designated day a week.
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COVID-19 Procedures and Precautions

Precautions

● All students, staff and volunteers will be required to wear a mask, except when
outside or in the designated mask-free room. Masks may be removed to eat in
Coleman Hall while seated and remaining appropriately distanced from others. If
there are non-school members at the park, masks must still be worn.

● The number of students allowed in each room will be limited
● Social distancing will be practiced
● Students will be temperature checked upon arrival each morning
● Hand sanitizing stations will be available, hand washing will be encouraged
● Virus prevention measures include; HEPA filtration and humidifiers in each room,

frequent ethanol and UV / ozone cleaning, fresh air ventilation, individually assigned
supplies (crayons, pencils, etc.)

Infection Procedures

Mask policy- When Community Level is Low and Transmission Rate is Moderate, masks
become optional. When school is mask-optional, Parlor is added as a check out room for people
who want people around them to mask, and all meetings remain mask-mandatory.

Covid contact or a positive test- follow CDC guidelines. We adjust our rules to follow as changes
are made. In the event that an individual would like to enact more strict rules they can propose
that at a school meeting.
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Section 1: Safety & Personal Protections

1.1.1 Personal Safety
Activities that present a real or potential danger to anyone's personal safety are
prohibited. No illegal activity is permitted on campus. This includes being under
influence of an illegal substance upon entering school.

1.1.2 Personal Safety - Fire and Blades
Students may not use any form of fire or knives on campus, except when cooking or
other pre-approved activity. All students using knives or fire must be supervised or
trained by a Mentor. Students may possess utility blades 5 inches or less, only to be
used as a tool. If at any time any school member feels the possessor is not using their
blade safely or correctly, they may ask for it to be put away. Activities such as whittling
must be done outside or in the art room only.

1.1.3 Personal Safety - Roofs
No climbing on the roof of the playground treehouses or the roof of the building

1.1.4 Personal Safety - Riding Shoulders
Students should not ride on each other’s shoulders.

1.1.5 Personal Safety - Personal Space
Everyone has a right to personal space. Anyone may ask another to back off, leave
them alone, or stop touching them.

1.1.6 Personal Safety - Bullying
Bullying or cyberbullying of any school member is an infringement on that person’s
rights. For the purposes of this motion, cyber-bullying means publishing in any place
directly connected to the school, accessible to a wide population, defamatory or
inflammatory material about a school member.

1.2 Weapons (real and play)
Students may not have any real weapons of any kind on campus. It is not acceptable to
look like or pretend like you have a real weapon on campus. Toy weapons, such as Nerf
guns, should not look real and should not be taken off campus. Play or practice with
permitted toy or approved learning weapons of any kind must have consent from all
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parties involved. Nerf wars can only occur with a Mentor present, and should be
planned in advance.

1.3 Rough Play
Students are not allowed to hit, kick, punch, or push one another. If at any time a person
is playing a game and says ‘no’ or ‘no more’, whether they seem to be joking or in play,
means that the game immediately stops. No exceptions.

1.4 Parking Lots
The back parking lot can be used for planned School activities. A Mentor must be
present for any bike riding, skating, etc that occurs in the parking lot. The area must be
coned off to help notify any cars of our presence.

1.5.1 Classrooms - Lights
No students may be in a classroom with the lights turned off. If a student wants to do a
specific activity in the dark such as a movie, an educational use, or game, they may
request a dark room from a Mentor.

1.5.2 Classrooms - Doors
Students should not be in a classroom with the door closed, with the following
exceptions:

● Practicing an instrument in the designated music room
● Using and signed up for a check-out room
● With mentor approval

1.6 Opening Doors
The main school door should only be opened by or in the presence of a Mentor

1.7 Visitors
No unauthorized visitors shall be allowed on campus. Any adult who comes to campus
for more than drop-off or pick-up reasons, should have prior approval by staff and
School Meeting to do so. Any student visiting the campus must do so during a trial week
or as a student pass.
School members may request a visitor pass through school meeting for one person
under 18 years, for the duration of one day. The juvenile visitor may only visit once per
semester for the duration of one day. If a student causes any disruptions, the person
who sponsored them is responsible.

1.8 Rat Rules
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Any food left out that is not in the Coleman Hall or Kitchen, is subject to ‘rat rules’. After
ten minutes, another person may discard the abandoned food, and wash hands
immediately after. Packaged, unopened foods may be claimed and sanitized before
eating.

1.9 Mentor Intervention
Mentors have the right to intervene in a situation where physical or emotional safety is
at risk. They have authority, but their intervention must be discussed at the next School
Meeting to determine if it was appropriate and/or a new rule is needed.

1.10 Illness and Injury
Students should stay home if they have a fever, have thrown up or had diarrhea (non-dietary
related) in the past 24 hours, have a non-allergy related rash, or in general feel awful. Students
who exhibit these symptoms will be asked to go home immediately. Illness or injury will be taken
into account for attendance reasons.

Mask policy- When Community level is Low  and Transmission Rate is Moderate masks become
optional. When school is mask-optional, Parlor is added as a check out room for people who
want people around them to mask, and all meetings remain Mask-mandatory.

Covid contact or a positive test- follow CDC guidelines. We adjust our rules to follow as changes
are made. In the event that an individual would like to enact more strict rules they can propose
that at a school meeting.

Section 2 - Personal Rights and Protections
2.1 Infringement
Everyone has the right to be at school, free of verbal or physical harassment.

2.2 Right of Privacy
No one may infringe on an individual school member’s right of privacy by publishing in
any public venue open to view by person who are not School members (such as the
internet, print or digital media) any picture, video, recording, JC report or sentence,
official warning, matter considered officially confidential by the School Meeting or its
agents, or any sentence or restriction placed in the minutes of a Corporation or
Committee without permission.

2.3 Disturbing Activities
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Though not prohibited, loud and boisterous behavior should take place outside when
possible. Be courteous of those using quiet spaces, and keep loud activity to the wing of
school opposite the Office.

2.4 Single-Person Spaces
The following are to be used by one person at a time:

● Bathroom Stalls
● Windowless Closets
● Blankets

2.5 Manners and Respect
Use manners, politeness, and kindness when working and playing with others. Treat
others with respect and think of their feelings before acting, saying, or doing something.

2.6 Inclusiveness and Being a Role Model
Students will make an effort to include others in their games and activities. School
members will make an effort to be a good role model.

2.7 Language Use
The use of curse words and foul language is not permitted, unless everyone present
(within hearing range) agrees to allow it. Slurs may not be used at any time. If someone
is using inappropriate language in front of you and you find it offensive, ask the student
to stop. If it continues, then ask a peer or mentor for help.  If this doesn’t solve the issue,
then write a complaint and the Judicial Committee will intervene.
This includes any music played on any device (excluding when off campus).

Section 3 - Protection of Public and Personal Property

3.1 Use of Personal Property
No one shall use or take another person’s property without the owner’s permission.

3.2 Abuse of Property
No one may intentionally damage property without the owner’s permission. The words
‘damage’ as used here excludes wear and tear arising from normal use.

3.3 Building Care
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Students are expected to treat the School Building with the utmost respect.  Fort Worth
Sudbury School rents its space from First Jefferson Unitarian Universalist Community
Church. Any treatment of the building that potentially or intentionally harms the property
is not allowed. Only touch or use school items, do not mess with church items.

3.4 Cleaning Up
If you get it out, you are responsible for putting it away. If you make a mess, you are
responsible for cleaning it up. Each student will receive one chore for the day which
should be completed before the student leaves. Chore manager will ensure that each
job is done. Chores will be assigned at 2:45 pm each day plus 11:30 on Thursday for a
deep clean. Once the chore manager has verified all chores are completed, a movie
may be played in the library.

3.5 Furniture
You may use furniture for its intended purpose. Do not stand, jump, or climb on the
backs of couches and chairs. Keep chairs in their room. Rolling chairs are for office use
only.

3.6 Supplies
Supplies and materials belonging to or provided by school should be used and remain
at school. Completed projects may be taken home.

3.7 School Phone
In order to use the school phone for outgoing calls or texts, students need Mentor
approval. Students may answer the school phone with. “Fort Worth Sudbury School,
this is…”

Section 4 - Campus Regulations
4.1.1 Room Use - Office (R.E. Director’s Office)
The Office is only to be used for silent and quiet work, reading, sitting silently, classes,
or inside conversation. Games may be played on the computer, but quietly. Any noisy
activity should be moved to another room.
4.1.2 Room Use - Library (P. T. Barnum)
The library may be used for classes, meditation, medium activity level games, or TV
use. The TV in the library follows console sign-up rules, however if someone would like
to watch a movie in its entirety, they may request to do so at Pop-In.
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4.1.3 Room Use - Check Out Rooms (John Adams, Sophia Lyon)
The Bean Bag room (John Adams) may be used as a normal classroom for lower
energy activities, but may be checked out if the Check Out room (Sophia Lyon) is
already in use. The check out room is to be kept locked, until a mentor approves its use
and unlocks it. Anyone using the check out room must sign up, and is responsible for
making sure it is clean and orderly when leaving. Failure to keep the check out room
tidy may result in that person being banned from its use. Once finished with the check
out room, it is the signed-up person’s responsibility to get a mentor to re-lock it. If the
room is messy upon entering, it is the signed-up person’s responsibility to write a
complaint against the person who used the room previously. No one may be in a
checked out room during the reserved time without permission from the signed up
person.

4.1.4 Room Use - Game Room (Clara Barton)
The game room may be used for gaming of any kind. If multiple games are in progress,
be courteous of others especially with regards to volume and space. The rugs should be
used as a guideline for space used around each console.

4.1.5 Room Use - Art Room (Beatrix Potter)
The art room is for art and messy activities.

4.1.6 Room Use - Play Room (Louisa May Alcott)
The play room is designed for exploratory play with a younger audience, but may be
used by anyone.

4.1.7 Room Use - Parlor
The parlor may be used for Pop-In, Meeting, classes, or calm activities.

4.1.8 Room Use - Kitchen
The Kitchen is for cooking and warming up food. All cutlery and dishes are to be
cleaned and returned to their proper places. School members may use our side of the
fridge and freezer to store food. School members may not take anything belonging to
First Jefferson members. Play and hang out are not permitted. Shoes must be worn at
all times in the kitchen.

4.2 Courtyard
The courtyard is defined as the area outside between the parlor and the sanctuary.
Boundaries are the playground fence, bridge, and corner of the church by the ramp.
Students in groups of 3 or more may be outside in the courtyard without a mentor
provided that:
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Students agree to respect the boundaries established
Students will not go into the creek
A mentor is notified
The door to the courtyard is propped open
Students agree to follow safety procedures, including for unknown persons.

4.3.1 Food - Location
Food may be eaten ONLY in Coleman Hall or outside, unless another eating area has
been designated. School members are expected to clean up after themselves and
sanitize their eating space appropriately.

4.3.2 Food - Snacks
School members may have up to two free provided snacks per day. Snacks must be
claimed one at a time, after 11:00 am and after eating lunch first. Members are strongly
encouraged to take only one of a snack each day (for example, one twinkie and one
bag of goldfish, not two twinkies). Members may also have one of each type of available
unprepared drink per day (one glass of lemonade, one bottle of water with drink flavor,
one packet of cocoa, etc.), which does not count towards snack total. Creamer must be
used with mentor supervision. If desired, members may purchase additional snacks (but
are still encouraged to not get doubles). The current price for extra snacks is 50¢.

4.4 Outside Policy for Students 5-11
Students from 5-11 are not allowed to leave school grounds under any circumstances
without a Mentor present (e.g. to take a group to the park) or on a field trip. Mentors
must meet minimum cell phone requirements.

4.5 Off Campus Policy for Students 12+
Except when leaving in the company of a guardian or of the person designated by a
guardian to provide transportation away from school, students over the age of twelve,
while attending school may leave campus only under the following conditions:

● In a group of three or more. Must meet the requirements agreed upon by their
parent(s) or guardian(s) in their enrollment forms (i.e. accompanied by an adult
or other student 12+ years of age), unless the school Mentors have been notified
by a parent or guardian, in writing, of any change to these requirements.

● All students have received written permission from their legal guardian to go off
campus.

● The group must have a charged cell phone with them, with the school number
on the phone and their number in the school phone. The phone must be turned
on and be on full volume. The phone must have the school number stored as a
contact.
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● Must inform mentors before leaving
● The group MUST stay in groups of at least 3 persons meeting all other

requirements at all times. This includes if someone wants to return before others.

4.6 Off Campus Policy for Trial Students
Students on a trial week or during the one month probationary period do not have open
campus privilege regardless of age or parental permission.

4.7 18 Year Olds
Fort Worth Sudbury School views students who have reached 18 years of age as an
adult. They may go off campus alone.

4.8 Tours
● Campus tours will take place on weekends, or on weekdays after 4:00. Tours

during school hours will be Monday through Friday, scheduled between 11-12:30
pm or later, with one or more days notice at Pop-In and on Discord if at all
possible.

● The tour will be led by at least one mentor, and other school members may
participate if they choose. No school member will be required to participate, but
are encouraged to do so.

● There must be at least 3 mentors present (or one extra, should the minimum
requirement of mentors change) during school hours tours.

● When scheduling tours, the correspondent must notify participants via email and
or text that: masks are required while indoors, if feeling sick or have fever they
must reschedule, be respectful of students, their possessions, and their privacy,
clean up any messes they make.

4.8 New Students
Potential students will register for and attend a one week trial period. At the end of the
trial period, the potential student will be asked if they want to continue with enrollment. If
they agree, a vote will be held. To accept a new student, a simple majority of all
students enrolled must be obtained.  If they are a “Part-Time” student, they will be voted
in after the fourth day of attendance.

4.9.1 Mentors - Approval
New Mentors must do a 160 hours trial period before voting. All students must vote and
the vote must be unanimous.  The Mentor does receive tuition reimbursement during
the trial period.

4.9.2 Mentors - Conduct
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Mentors are expected to follow the school code of conduct and uphold school rules.
Mentors are not parenting at school, and if needed should ask other mentors to step in
instead.

4.10 Authorized Adults
Authorized Adults include any staff and Mentors, contracted teachers, registered
volunteers, or students over 18 that are authorized to be at the school. Those not
enrolled as students have been vetted and background checked by the school
administrator.
Anyone volunteering at the school must sign a form agreeing to participate in our
democratic and judicial system.

Section 5 - General Rules and Regulations
5.1 School Calendar
The school calendar is decided by the school meeting. Holidays off should be decided
before the end of the previous school year. Events may be planned and added to the
calendar by meeting at any time.

5.2 School Hours
With the exception of predetermined holidays and emergency situations, the school
hours are Monday-Friday, 8:00 am to 4:00 pm. In inclement weather, the school board
will decide by 8:00 pm the night before if school will be closed the next day.

5.3 Attendance
Students must attend a minimum of 2 days per week and arrive by 10:00 each day.
Students who are sick should report to a Mentor or School Meeting that they are/were
ill. If a long trip is planned, the students should ask in advance for those absences to be
waived by School Meeting. A student has a maximum number of 10 unexcused
absences or tardies before attending Court. Students are expected to be picked up no
later than 4:00 pm. If they will be late, mentors should be notified as soon as possible.
Part-Time attendance is 1 day/Week $150/Student

5.4 Official School Communications
Only persons or organizations authorized by school meeting may communicate or
negotiate in the school’s name.

5.5 Field Trips
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A school field trip is (1) an off-campus school activity which has had prior approval by
Mentors and/or School Meeting, in detail and (2) any trip off campus involving a Mentor
and one or more enrollees, taking place during school hours, and either beginning or
ending on campus. A student participating in a field trip must have on file a permission
form and release for that specific trip.  A list of all participants engaging in a field trip
must be posted in the office for the duration of the field trip.

5.6 Exhibiting Photographs Publicly
A Fort Worth Sudbury School member may not exhibit any image taken at school of
another member in any location open to public view, such as newspapers, periodicals,
digital media, or the Internet, unless the exhibitor has obtained in advance specific
written authorization from each of the individuals (or from their parents or guardians, if
they are minors) depicted in such picture.

5.7 Intimate/Sexual Behavior
No one shall engage in intimate or sexual interpersonal behavior at school. Public
displays of affection are limited to hugging and holding hands.

5.8 Bribery
No one may bribe others for votes for office, school meeting and pop-in decisions, or JC
decisions.

5.9 Media Rating
No school member may consume video or game media on school devices above their
age rating, without written permission from their responsible guardian. This includes
youtube videos etc. of or about other media. All present in the room must meet the age
or permission requirements.

5.10 Open Meetings
Except in instances specifically enumerated by the School Meeting, all meetings of any
Committee, Corporation, or other official group at school are open to all  Fort Worth
Sudbury School members.  Any school members present at an open meeting  are, by
and during their presence, full participants in that meeting, except for the right to vote.

5.11.1 Consoles
The school currently possesses the following equipment that shall be hereafter referred
to collectively as “Consoles”:

● Office Desktop
● Macbook
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● Fire Tablet 8
● Library TV/ roku / dvd player
● Wii-U
● Xbox 360 (shares TV and signup list with N64)
● Nintendo 64 (shares TV and signup list with Xbox)
● “New” Desktop

The following rules apply to all consoles, unless specified otherwise by meeting.

5.11.2 Console Use
● Only one person should be using the console at a time, except with

permission from the signed-up person (and if social distancing can still be
followed).

● If someone wishes to use a TV with their personal console, they must still
check out one of the console times in the game room.

● Persons signed up for a console are responsible for sanitizing and
cleaning all controllers, headphones, the space etc and putting away all
games/disks/etc. when their time is up.

● Portable consoles must be kept in the office in their correct designated
spot and charging when not in use.

● NO food or drinks should be near any console at any time.
● Users MUST be signed up for a slot to use a console. There should be no

use on empty time slots, and slots may not be transferred.
● ALL downloads must be approved by the school meeting FIRST. This

includes all files and applications.
● Consoles in the office should be used for quiet activities only.
● The person signed up for a console has full control over how it is used,

e.g. what is played, who is allowed to play, etc.
● Volume will not exceed 25 without mentor permission.
● The Admin Laptop should only be used for official purposes by

administrators or mentors, or with their permission.
● Online games/websites with chat features are not allowed on school

devices except for administrative work.
● The following exceptions to chat feature websites/games include Roblox,

Minecraft, Animal Jam, Neo Pets and Flight Rising (Youtube is specifically
not allowed.)

● Personal devices are under personal supervision
● List of approved exceptions:

○ Minecraft
○ Roblox
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○ Animal Jam
○ Neo Pets
○ Flight Rising

● Non approved sites
○ Youtube

5.11.3 Console Sign-up
● School members may sign up for two nonconsecutive slots total each day,

per console. A person may claim any one slot per console before 11:45
am.

● After 11:45 am a second slot may be claimed, or if someone has not
already claimed one, they may sign up for both.

● There must be at least one slot between a person’s claimed slots on a
given console.

5.12 Prohibited Activities During Meeting, Pop-In, and JC
There shall be no activities requiring the attendance of  Fort Worth Sudbury School
members outside of School Meeting, JC, or Pop-In time. All electronics should be put
away for the duration of each of these meetings, except for note taking and relevant
research. Listening to personal music may be allowed, so long as that school member
can still pay attention and perform their duties appropriately.

Section 6 - Specific Item Regulations
6.1 Furniture
Furniture should be used for its intended purpose. Do not stand, jump, or climb on the
backs of couches and chairs. Keep chairs in their room. Rolling chairs should be kept in
the office. If a student leaves a chair, the chair is available for use, no matter the length
of time.

6.2 Bean Bags and Pillows
All bean bags and pillows must remain in their designated rooms. Currently, bean bags
belong in the bean bag room only, and pillows belong in the library and bean bag room.

6.3 Wheeled Toys
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Wheeled toys excluding handheld toys such as Hot Wheels must be played with
outside.

6.4 Bats, etc…
Bats and other potentially hazardous sports equipment must be used outside for their
intended purpose only. If used incorrectly, they may be confiscated immediately.

6.5 Paint
Paint may be used only in the art room with mentor supervision.

6.6 Glitter
Absolutely no glitter may be used at school, except approved biodegradable glitters.
Glitter may not be brought from home and used unless it is approved. Glitter must be
used outside only and with mentor supervision.

6.7 Ice
Students must have mentor supervision or be approved to get ice from the ice machine.

6.8 Vacuum
Anyone using a vacuum must exhibit appropriate skill and responsibility. It should be
used only as intended.

6.9 Bop-It
A school member will be allowed 10 minutes on the Bop-It toy, in turn. One person may
play with it at a time. If anyone attempts to fight over it, they will not be allowed to play
with the Bop-It for the rest of the day.

6.10 Iron and Hot Glue
Students are required to inform Mentors before using or operating hot glue guns and
irons

6.11 Slime
Slime may ONLY be made and used on the art room messy table.
Slime has a maximum budget of $25/month for supplies. If supplies such as glue are
used heavily for other non-slime projects, then this may be expanded.

6.12 String
String, yarn, cords, etc must be used for their intended purposes. String games may not
be played without mentor approval.
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6.13 Popcorn
Popcorn may not be made without mentor approval, and all popcorn must be eaten
outside.

Section 7 - School Meeting and Pop-In
7.1 Pop-In
Pop-In will occur daily at 10:15 am. All present school members are required to attend.
Fidgets are permitted, but disruptive behavior is not. Pop-In may approve votes for
purchases $15 or less, but larger purchases and downloads must be taken to Meeting.
Pop-In should be used for daily activity scheduling, announcements, and minor
purchases.

7.2 Meeting Time
School Meeting will take place at 1:00 pm on every Wednesday school is in session.
Meeting will not exceed 2:00 pm, except by special vote. If school is closed for any
reason on a regular meeting day, the business scheduled for that meeting will be
conducted on the next regularly scheduled meeting date. If there is urgent business, an
emergency meeting may be called by majority vote.

7.3 Meeting Location
School meeting may convene in any location on campus, so long as all participating
mentors and officers agree. Unusual locations should be announced that day.

7.4 Valid Meeting Requirements
To qualify as a valid governing meeting, each School Meeting must have present and
participating at minimum:

● 5 participants total
● 3 students
● 1 student officer (also counts towards total of students)

7.5 Proxy Voting
Any school member unable to attend meeting on Wednesday may choose fill out a
proxy voting form, which holds equal weight as a meeting vote. A separate ballot is
required for each topic the participant wishes to vote on. The voter must sign each form
acknowledging that they have read and understand the proposal. Voters may use a
proxy form to vote on their own proposals.

7.6 Proposals
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All rule changes, purchases taken to meeting, downloads, and voting matters that may
affect daily school life or majority of school members must use a proposal form. No
proposal may be voted on without the proposer present, unless they have filled out a
proxy form and their written proposal does not need further clarification. Should the
proposal require clarification, it may be tabled.

7.6.1 Proposal Deadline
Proposals must be submitted by 10 am Monday, and posted to the cork board by the
front door. If submitted after this deadline, it will go to the next week’s meeting.
Proposals for that week will be announced at Pop-In Monday through Wednesday, by
the secretary or another officer. Proposals should also be posted in the Discord server,
by the proposer or the secretary.

7.6.2 Proposals Affecting Roles
Any proposal affecting a student officer’s role must involve that officer in the discussion,
which may be done by proxy if the officer chooses. Decisions made that affect mentor or
other staff/volunteer roles must be announced to all those who it affects.

7.7 New Rules
New rules decided by school meeting will take effect beginning the next day, unless
decided otherwise. New rules must be announced at Pop-in for the next week, during
which time violations should be warned/reminded before taking other action.

7.8 Obligated Officers
Any elected student officer (except the photographer and ranch hand) who are present
on a meeting day must attend school meeting.

Section 8 - Judicial Committee
and Restorative Justice Circle

Judicial Committee (JC) is responsible for dealing with all instances of rule breaking or
misbehavior. Each judiciary session will include two JC Clerks elected for one month,
two randomly selected students and one Mentor. All Court consequences issued are
expected to be fulfilled, as per the student agreement, or may be appealed to School
Meeting.

Restorative Justice Circle (RJ) may be used to facilitate direct conversations between
school members to resolve conflict. RJ may not assign consequences, but may decide
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on a course of action which must be consented to by all participating members. Details
about the process can be found at this link.

8.1 JC Time
JC Will be held each day at 12:00 pm. RJ does not have a regularly scheduled time, but
should be planned in advance.

8.2.1 JC Officers - Pool
Each Month- Two students will be elected to serve as Judicial Clerks for that month.
The Judicial Clerks are responsible for running JC.  Each session, a Judicial Clerk will
draw 2 students at random from the pool of eligible and available students. Once a
student has served as a randomly selected officer, they will be set aside until all other
students have served. If a student chooses, they may ask another eligible student to
serve in their place. In these instances, the replacement student will be set aside, and
the student originally chosen will go back into the eligible pool. Anyone may volunteer at
any time to participate in JC. Anyone drawn as an officer must serve the entire duration
of the session.

8.2.2 JC Officers - Family
Family members of parties involved in a complaint, either as a complainant or accused,
may not participate in the relevant JC session. Family members are defined as anyone
who lives in the same household part or full time.

8.3 JC Complaints
To submit a complaint, a school member must fill out or ask for help filling out an official
Complaint Form. The Complaint Form will be placed in the box and brought up at the
next Court Session. School members may also use this form to request a mediated RJ
circle. Once a complaint has been filed, it cannot be removed. If a resolution is reached
outside of JC, this may be noted on the complaint form, however it must still remain in
the box.

8.4 JC Buddy
Anyone summoned to JC may bring with them another school member for moral
support. This person is not allowed to vote for consequences or serve as a JC officer.

8.5 JC Interviews
All complainants and accused must be interviewed before deciding consequences. JC
may begin addressing a complaint even if all parties involved are not present. Interviews
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should be documented. Each party involved in a complaint should be interviewed
separately, including witnesses.

8.6 Consequences Affecting Others
If at any time a chosen consequence directly impacts a school member that is not the
complaint writer or accused, by causing them extra work or setting a time during a
specific day, JC must get permission for the consequence from the person directly
impacted.

8.7 Double Jeopardy
Students may not be subject to Double Jeopardy. However, prior consequences can be
used to document and establish precedent. If multiple complaints are filed about the
same incident, they should be handled collectively.

8.8 Announcement of Consequences
Consequences should be shared with the relevant parties. Public announcement should
only be made if the consequence requires community involvement. Consequences that
require mentor enforcement or involvement may be shared to the Discord channel.

8.9 Destruction of Complaints
Complaints and consequences must be destroyed at the end of the school year. This
includes the Discord channel, which should be deleted and re-made at the beginning of
the next school year.

Section 9 - Student Officer Positions
9.1 Officer Elections Process
Student officer elections will be held the third week after school begins. Returning
students who served as an officer the prior school year will resume their duties until the
elections are complete. If an officer position is vacant at the beginning of the year,
interested students may rotate trying out the position. If deemed necessary by meeting,
an interim officer may be voted on. Students who want to run for office must announce
their candidacy at least a week before the election. Students may have friendly
campaigns and debates until the end of the election. Any School Member may call for a
re-election any time during the school year, but must get a majority vote and formally
propose it at school meeting. Votes will be based on a tiered voting system. The vote
committee will use a system to ensure that votes are anonymous but that each person
only gets one vote. A committee of at least one Mentor and one non-running student
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must count the votes and keep specific voting numbers and names from being released.
All school members must vote by the end of the fourth week.

9.2 President
The President shall run all School Meetings and Pop-Ins. The President is a de facto
member of any committees created. The president may serve as representative for the
school as a whole when necessary.

9.3 Vice President
The Vice-President will ensure that chores get done each day, and preside over
meetings in the President’s absence. They may also train and appoint a Vice-vice officer
specifically for running chores when they are unavailable.

9.4 Vice-vice
This position is appointed by the elected vice president if they deem it necessary. This
person should be announced upon appointing. The vice-vice is responsible for running
chores when the vice president is unavailable.

9.5 Secretary
The secretary will serve as president if both president and vice are unable. The
secretary’s primary responsibilities are to keep meeting notes and maintain the rule
book. They may also serve as a safety manager, but if the school community deems
necessary, a separate safety manager officer may be created.

9.6 Treasurer
The treasurer will preside over any financial committee meetings, know the school
finances and expenses, and deliver a financial report each meeting. They should also
help perform financial duties such as payroll and sending invoices.

9.7 Human Resources
The HR officer is responsible for meeting with community members about any concerns
or issues inside the community (community or interpersonal). They may also serve as
intermediary during JC when needed.

9.8 Photographer
The photographer is the primary person responsible for taking and saving photos at
school and during events. They are also responsible for the care and maintenance of
any school photography equipment.

9.9 Ranch Hand (pet care officer)
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The ranch hand is responsible for all school pet care. This position does not need to be
filled if the school has no community pet. When a pet is acquired, this role description
should include specific care duties and responsibilities.

9.10 Impeachment
If any school member feels that an elected officer is not performing their duties
adequately, they may call for an impeachment. At least two-thirds of all school members
must participate in an impeachment vote, with half of those votes required to impeach.
The officer will stand trial at least one week, but not more than three weeks before the
vote takes place. If the vote is a tie, the school president will serve as tie breaker.

Section 10 - Student Graduation
10.1 Attendance
Students shall be registered as a student of the school for a minimum of 18 months
prior to their graduation.

10.2 Internship
Students will complete a three month internship within a profession or activity of their
choosing. What constitutes an internship is left to the student to argue in their defense.

10.3 Graduation Defense
Students will present a graduation defense to a board of School Meeting approved
adults. There should be five adults on the graduation board. If a graduation board is not
chosen, the adult school board serves as default. Adults cannot be an immediate family
member or have an existing non-professional relationship with the student. Any member
of the student’s friends or family, or members of the school community can attend the
graduation defense but are not voting members of the graduation board. Students will
either read their defense or create a visual representation of their defense to be
presented. The defense should explain what the student gained from attendance at the
school, how their education has set them up for the next steps of adulthood, and how
their mentorship impacted the decisions they have made about their next steps. The
board will vote, by majority rule, whether to promote each student to graduate status.

10.4 Appeal
A student who is not pleased with the board’s decision may appeal to the School
Meeting, where they must present their defense to the School Meeting, and students
must agree to allow graduation by a two-thirds majority.
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10.5 Transcript
A student may request an official transcript of courses from Fort Worth Sudbury School.
It is the obligation of the student to keep up with classes attended and levels and notify
The School 3 months before the transcript will be needed. Mentors will work with the
student to create and sign off on a transcript as needed, but ultimate responsibility will
fall on the student and not on the Mentors.
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